The Mentored Ministry Covenant

The calling into a mentoring relationship is a deep and intentional step for student and mentor. Your signatures on this statement of intent indicate your voluntary and wholehearted commitment to the objectives and guidelines of the Mentored Ministry program at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary - Charlotte. The basic points of commitment are as follows:

**Mentor Commitment**

As a mentor in the Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary Mentored Ministry program, I agree, by the grace of God, to commit myself to the following:

- To provide a model of consistent Christian life and ministry.
- To cultivate my student’s growth by the sharing of any experiences, ministry opportunities, and other God-given resources.
- To meet with my student at least 40 hours per year for personal mentoring.
- To pray for my student’s growth and development as a Christian leader.
- To fulfill needed program requirements as outlined in the Mentored Ministry Manual.

Mentor Signature and Date

**Student Commitment**

As a student in the Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary Mentored Ministry program, I agree, by the grace of God, to commit myself to the following:

- To meet with my mentor at least 40 hours per year for personal mentoring.
- To pray for my mentor’s growth and well-being as a Christian leader.
- To exhibit a willing and teachable attitude towards my mentor’s suggestions and feedback.
- To fulfill needed program requirements as outlined in the Mentored Ministry Manual.

Student Signature and Date